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ABSTRACT 
A wedge W = C + K, C / K, where C is a cone, not necessarily polyhedral, and 
K a closed linear subspace in R". W* is the dual to 14 / in /~. 
THEOREM. Let L be a closed linear subspace of  R" and L • its orthogonal complement. 
Let the projection o f  W on L • be closed; or let the angle subtended by W at the in- 
tersection of  every two hyperplanes of  support, having a non-null vector of  W in 
common exceed 90 ~ . Then there exists a e W f~ L and b 6 W* c~ L • such that 
a + b ~ interior (W + W*). In the special case where W is the self-dualpolyhedral 
cone x ~_ 0 in R n (the non-negative orthant), the theorem follows from a result of  
Ben-Israel. An example shows int (W + W*) cannot be replaced by int W u int W*. 
1. A set in R"  is cal led a wedge W if: 
xE  Wand y~ W=~t~x+f ly~ W, c t~O,  f l~O,  (1.1) 
where ~z and fl are real numbers ;  and 
W is dosed .  (1.2) 
A wedge is cal led a cone C if  the fur ther  cond i t ion  
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x6  C and - -x~C~x=0,  (1.3) 
where 0 is the null vector in R". 
Let K and L be used to denote linear subspaces. Then 
W ---- C + K (1.4) 
where C is a cone orthogonal to K. In case K ----- 0, W is a cone C. The 
proof of (1.4) is trivial. Indeed 
K= {x : xe  Wn -- xe  W}. 
I f  x~ W but =x~ W and i fx '  is the projection o fx  on Kthen  
x -- x' 6 W and (x -- x')  _1_ K. Moreover{x -- x ' )  satisfies (I.1), (1.2), 
and (1.3) and therefore generates a cone C_I.K. Since x ~ W is given by 
(x -- x') + x', (1.4) is proved. 
In case W spans a subspace of dimension less than n the following 
definition is convenient. An x ~ W will be called interior if for every 
y ~ W and sufficiently small e > 0, e = e~ 
x -- ey ~ W. (1.5) 
Interior will be designated by "int." An important property of the cone 
C which will be required is that 3 c E int C and d > 0 such that 
xeC*c .x>dlx l ,  (1.6) 
where Ix12=x.x  and Ix [>0.  
The dual of W in R" is called 
W*={x~R " :x .y>0,vy~ W}. 
It is obvious that W* is a wedge. In the notation of (1.4) 
W* ---- C*c3 K*, K* = K• (1.7) 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a closed linear subspace of R '~ and L• its orthogonal 
complement. Let W be a wedge and W* its dual. Let either the projection 
of W on Lz or the projection of W* on L be closed. Then there exists 
a~ W AL ,  b~ W*AL•  
such that 
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a+b6int (W+ W*). (1.8) 
The hypothesis is always satisfied if W is polyhedral. 
It is the case that int (W-F  W*) spans R '~ so that (1.8) holds in 
the sense that, if x ~ R n and ~ > 0 is sufficiently small, 
a+b+6x6 W+ W*. 
It is evident that Wn L and W*~ L• are wedges. 
In the case where W is the non-negative orthant, that is in the case 
of the self dual polyhedral cone W = {x ~ R '~ : x > 0}, the theorem 
follows from a result of Ben-Israel [1]. (The notation x > 0 means R" 
has an orthonormal basis {ei}, j = 1 . . . . .  n, and x 9 e s > 0.) 
In the notation of Theorem 1, let W = C + Kby  (1.4). Let the wedge 
I4"o be given by 
W o = {x ~ W : x J_ (W* n L• (1.9) 
Clearly Wo - WC~ L. Also, in view of (1.4) and (1.7), Wo -~ K, and 
Wo ---- Co + K. (1.10) 
Wo will be useful in proving Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let W, L and L • be as above. Let the angle subtended by 
the wedge W at the intersection of every two hyperplanes of support of W, 
having a non-null vector ~ ~ W in common, exceed 90 ~ Then (1.8) holds. 
Remark 1. It is also sufficient if W* has the above property. 
Remark 2. Actually the above property is not needed for every two 
hyperplanes but only for pairs containing W n L in common. 
THEROEM 3. There exists a self-dual cone C in R 4 and orthogonal com- 
plementary subspaces L and L• of R 4 such that 
C N L + C ~ L• C c boundary of C. 
Hence some such condition as the closure of the projection in Theorem 
I or the size of the angle in Theorem 2 is needed. 
THEOREM 4. There is a polyhedral cone C in R 4 with four generators 
such that for all possible a and b, 
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a + b ~ int CU int C*. 
Thus the right side of (1.8) cannot be replaced by int Wu int W*. 
We are indebted to Ky Fan for his interest in this work. 
Some preliminary lemmas will now be proved. 
LEMMA 1.1. I f  C = 0, (1.8) is trivially true. 
Proof I f  C = 0, W = K and hence W* = W• so that W q- W* ----- R '~. 
Therefore (1.8) is true with a-----b = 0. 
From here on it will always be assumed that C :/= O. 
LEMMA 1.2. Ij ~ Ln in tW: ;&0 or if L•  W*:i&O, then (1.8) 
follows with no restrictions 
Proof. Let a :~ 0 and a 6 L n in t  W. Then a = k + c where c 6 int C 
and k c K. Let the orthogonal complement to W in R n be/~. Then if 
(C)* is the dual of C in the subspace spanned by C, [so that (C)* need 
not equal C*], 
w* = (c)*  + g.  
Hence 
W+ W*= C + (C)* + K + R, 
which shows incidentally that the wedge W + W* spans R n. Since 
ce in tC~c~int  [C+(C)* ] ,  it follows that a~int (W+ W*). 
Taking b = 0, (1.8) follows. The dual case is equivalent. 
LEMMA 1.3. I f  Ln in tW=0 then Lx n W* ~/=O. 
Proof. Let J be the subspace of R '~ spanned by W + L. Let 
V= W+L=K+C+L 
so that 
V= {x :x=c +k +l ,  cECnk6Kn l6L) .  
(The representation x ---- c -q- k + I need not be unique.) For the present 
V will be considered in J only. It  is evident hat V is convex and that since 
span V ---- J, V is a convex body in J. 
L n in t  W ---- 0 is equivalent to the statement that 
cl ~ int C ~ c 1 ~ L + K. (1.11) 
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With c 1 ~: int C, for ~ > 0 and c 6 C, c + ~cl ~ int C and therefore 
for every 6 > 0 (1.11) implies that 
l+k- -Oc ldg  V, I~L ,  keK .  
Hence (L + K)n  int V----0 and so [2, Theorem 2.8] there exists a 
hyperplane H in J such that 
Lq-KcH int VAH=0,  (1.12) 
so that H separates L + K and V. Since 0 6 L, 0 e H and so H is a linear 
subspace of J (of dimension 1 less than J). 
Let M be the orthogonal complement of J in R". Let 
=H+ M in R". 
Then /~ separates L + K and V in R". From (1.12), L c H. Since 
int W c in t  V, it follows from (1.12) that 
int W n B = 0. (1.13) 
From (1.13) it follows that n, the unit normal vector to H, can be orient- 
ed so that n .  W~0,  and hence n~ IV*. Also, because L c ~,  
n e L • Thus n ~ W*n Lx and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.4. With no restrictions at all, (1.8) is true unless 
L A W :;/=O and Lz n W* =/=O. (1.14) 
Proof In view of Lemma 1.2 only the case 
L ~ int W = L• n int W* = 0 
need be considered. But then (1.14) follows from Lemma 1.3 and its 
dual. 
In proving Theorems 1 and 2 only the case where (1.14) holds need 
be considered. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As remarked in the proof of Lemma 1.2, the wedge 
W q- IV* spans R'L I f  
f f '=Ln  W+L• W*, 
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if" is a wedge. If (1.8) is false, 
i f 'h in t (W+ W*)=0.  
Hence [2, Theorem 2.7] there exists a hyperplane/41 in R '~ which separates 
if" and W + W*. Since if" c W + W*, IT" c HI and so L" n W* c Ha. 
But at the end of the proof of Lemma 1.3 it was shown n ~ L• n W*. 
Hence HI and ~ are perpendicular. Also I~ c / /1  implies L n W c /-/1, 
and so HI and H have W n L @ 0 in common. This proves the theorem. 
2. Here Theorem 1, will be proved. Only the case where the projection 
of W on L• is closed need be considered. By (1.14) it can be assumed 




Wo'={xe W:x .y~=O}.  (2.1) 
Pro'--- Wo. (2.2) 
Wo'= W o. (2.3) 
x e W* n L• (2.4) 
Then, since yl e int (W* n L• for small ~ > 0, 





Since Wo'_~ W, (2.5) and (2.6) imply 
(yl - &)  9 w0' ___ 0, x 9 Wo '~ 0. (2.7) 
Since Yx" Wo'= 0, the above implies x .  W0'= 0. Thus 
W0' 3_ W*n L• (2.8) 
which with (2.2) proves (2.3) 
Let Q denote projection from R" onto L• 
Since Q W is closed by hypothesis, QW is a wedge and therefore, by 
(1.4), 
Q W = C2 + K~ c L• C2.1_ K. (2.9) 
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LEMMA 2.2. 
awo c 1(2. (2.10) 
Proof  Suppose otherwise. Then since Wo c 14I, from (2.9) 
Q Wo ~ Co. q- Ko. , O Wo dg 1(2, (2.11) 
which shows C2 @ 0. Then, by (1.6), there exists c.., ~ Cz such that 
co. 9 x > 0, x ~ Co., x 56 0, (2.12) 
and co. 9 x = 0 for x e/(2. In particular 
0 < QW.  c2 = w.  Qcs--- W.  co.. (2.13) 
Hence 
c2 ~ W* C3 L• (2.14) 
By (2.12), for x ~ QWo c C2 + 1(2 and x ~ /(2, 
O < x . c2 c QWo . c2= Wo . Qc2 = Wo.c2=0,  (2.15) 
where the last follows from (2.14). This is a contradiction proving the 
lemma. Suppose Co =75 0. (The case Co = 0 will be treated later.) By 
(1.6) there exists Xo ~ int Co and dl > 0 such that 
xo . x > ~ l x l, x e Co. (2.16) 
By (2.10), - -Qx0~K2 and so 3x2~ W such that Qx2=-Qxo.  
Hence 
xo q- xs ~ Wn L, xo ~ int Co, xs ~ W. (2.17) 
LEMMA 2.3. Given ~ > 0, ?te > 0 such that i f  x ~ C and [ x [ -= 1 then 
Yl " x < e hnplies that fo r  x, ~t2 ~ Co, Ix - -2 [  < r], 197] = 1. 
PROOF. Suppose the lemma is false. Then there exists a sequence 
{x~i~}, i>  1, such that x m e C, [ x m [ = 1, 
Yl ' x~i~  0, i --~ oo, (2.1 8) 
and 
I xm-x l~] ,  Vx: lx l= l ,  xeCo.  (2.19) 
But x E C, ] x] = 1, is compact so {x m} has a convergent subsequence 
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which can again be called {x (i)} and which converges to some xa ~ C, 
}xa I = 1. By (2.18) 
Y l "Xa=0,  x3~C,  I xa l= 1 
and so x3 ~ Wo' = Wo. But since x (o ~ C, x (i) ~ K• and hence x3 ~ K• 
Thus by (1.10), x3 ~ Co. But putting x ---- x3 in (2.19) leads to a contra- 
diction and proves the lemma. 
With Xo and 61 as in (2.16) choose ~7 > 0 so that 
r /<  89 GII Xo I (2.20) 
and with e as in Lemma 2.3 choose ~ so that 
0 < a < 89 e/I xo ] and a < 1. (2.21) 
By (2.17) and with Yl defined as above (2.1) set 
a=xo+xaE Wc~L,  b=y lE  W*nL•  
With ~ as in (2.21) let 
x' = x~ + (1 -- ~)Xo, Y' = Yl  -[- CCX0" 
Then 
a + b = x' + y'. (2.22) 
LEMMA 2.4. Let  x ~ K. Then 
x' + x ~ W. (2.23) 
PROOF. Recall that (1 -- ~Z)Xo 6 int Co and xz 6 W so x' ~ W. Also, 
x~Kc_  W,  so x'  + x~ W. 
LEMMA 2.5. I f  y ~ K• then fo r  smal l  ~ > 0 
y' + 0y ~ W*, y ~ K• (2.24) 
PROOF. I f  [X [= 1 and x6C andy l .x>e,  then 
y'  9 x =Yt  " x+OlXo  9 x> e --  89  89 (2.25) 
by (2.21). On the other hand, if Yl 9 x < e then by Lemma 2.3 
y' " x = y l  9 x + axo 9 x > OtXo 9 2 --  a I Xo I r/. 
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Since 2 6 Co and I if[ =- 1, it follows from (2.16) and (2.20) that 
y' 9 x > 89 ct~ 1. (2.26) 
Hence if as = 89 rain (e, a01), (2.25) and (2.26) imply that 
y' . x>d~lx[ ,  x~ C, d~>0.  (2.27) 
Since Yl ~ W* and xo ~ Co, y' ~ K• or 
y' 9 x = 0, x ~ K. (2.28) 
Hence y 'E  W*. If y~K• and if 0<d < 89  then by (2.27) 
(y '+Oy) .x>O21x l -  89189 xeC,  (2.29) 
and by (2.28) 
(y' § @) 9 x = 0, x e K. (2.30) 
Hence (y' § 6y) ~ W* and so (2.24) is proved. 
To prove (1.08) it suffices to show that, for any given x ~ R '~ and 
for ~ > 0 small enough, 
a § b § ~x ~ (W§  W*). (2.31) 
To prove (2.31) let 
x = x4 § xs, x4 ff K, x5 ~ K' .  (2.32) 
Then by (2.24) for small d > 0 
y' § ~x5 ~ W*, (2.33) 
and by (2.23) 
x' + ~x4 ~ W. 
But this (2.33), (2.32), and (2.22) prove (2.31). 
The case Co = 0 remains. 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  Co = 0 then there exists b ~ W* n L" such that for  any 
x ~ R n there is a 0 > O and 
b + Ox e (W + W*). (2.34) 
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PROOF. Recall that Yl E W* • L • I f  Co = 0 the procedure of Lemma 
2.3 shows that for some e ?> 0 
y l .x :>e,  x~C,  I x l= l ,  
and (2.24) follows with y '=  Yl. Using (2.32) it follows from (2.24) 
and Kc  Wthat  
Yx "q- 6~X ~ W- l -  W*.  
But with b = Yl this proves (2.34). 
3. First Theorem 4 will be proved. Let (lOOO) 
0 1 0 0 
A= --1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 . 
Let/2 be the 2 • 2 identity matrix and let 02 be the 2 • 2 null matrix. Let 
02 02] Q= 03 I~. " 
Let ~ be a real column vector with four entries. Let the cone 
C= (xe  R 4 : x = A~, ~ > 0}. 
Then C is the cone generated by the columns of A. (That (1.3) is satisfied 
follows from det A = 1 :/: 0.) Also 
c*  = {y e R '  : Ary  >__ 0}. 
L c R 4 is defined by stating that P is the projection matrix from R 4 
onto L. L• is similarly defined by Q. 
Then 
C N L --= {x ~ R 4 : x --= A~, ~ ~ 0 (3 QA~ = O} 
and 
C* ~ L • = {Qy : y r R 4, ArQy  > O}. 
There exists a ~ C n L and b ~ C*c3 L• such that 
a q- b ff int C (3.1) 
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r ~ O, QAr = O. (3.2) 
Qy, ArQy ~ O, (3.3) 
Ar + Qy = Aa, a > 0, (3.4) 
where c~ is a column vector. Ifr has entries ~i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, then QAr = 0 
and ~ > 0 implies 
ATQy ~ 0 implies 
Hence (3.4) becomes 
r + 0 = cq, 
~1 = r ~ 0, r = r = 0. (3.5) 
Y3 = 0, Ya >-- 0. (3.6) 
0+0=~2 
0 q- 0 = - -  cq q- aa -k a4, 0 + Y4 = a2 + (z4, 
which implies a2----0 and hence shows (3.1) is impossible. 
Next it will be shown that 
A~'Ar + A'rQy > 0 (3.7) 
is impossible subject to (3.5) and (3.6), which will prove 
a + b r int C*. 
But (3.7) with (3.5) and (3.6) leads to 
r  0 +y4 >0,  0+0>0,  0+y4 >0.  
which is impossible and completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 3 will now be proved. Let i l ,  i2, i3, and i 4 be an orthonormal 
set of vectors in R 4. Consider the set of elements {~} 
= yil + ui2 + via + wia ; w ~ O, y ~ (u 2+v2)  1/2 ~ 0. 
(The intersection of this set with the subspace orthogonal to i4 is a right 
circular cone.) 
If r and ~1 are in the set and a > 0, then a~ is in the set and it is easily 
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verified that ~: + ~7 also is. I f  ~: and -- ~: are in the set, then ~: = 0. The 
set is closed and hence is a cone C. 
If ~ = fii 1 + ~i2 + 0i3 q- #i4 ~ C, 
yy  __ (/,/2 _]_ b,2)l/2(a2 _~_ 02)1/2 ~ 0 
then ~.~=yp+ut~+v~+w# 
and it follows that 
C c C*. (3.9) 
Let x ----- i lx  I -~- i2x2 + i3x3 + i4x4 ~ C*. Then ~ 9 x ---- yx l  + ux2 + 
+vx3+wxa>~0,  ~eC.  Let t ingy=u=v=0,  w>0showsx4_>0.  
If  x2 2+xa z>0,  let w=0,  y---- 1, and 
u = - x2(xd  + xd)  -x/2 , v = - x3(x22 + xd)  -1/2 
which shows 
xl _> (x2 ~ + xd)  1/'~. 
Hence x ~ C* implies x E C, and in view of (3.9), this proves C is self- 
dual. 
Let s, t, a, and ~ all be in ( -  0% oo) and let 
L = s(i  1 + i2) + t(i3 + i4), 
L" = a(il  - -  i2) + r(ia - -  i4). 
Then ~ ~ L n C implies 
s(i l  + i~) + t(i3 + i4) = yi l  + ui2 + Via q- wi4 9 
Hence u=y=s.  But v 2 - f lu  2<y2,  so v=0.  But then t=0,  andso  
w = 0. This proves 
L (3 C = y( i  1+i2) .  
In the same way, L" n C---- y( i l  - -  i~). Since w > 0, C 9 i4_> 0. Also 
L~ C .  i ,=L•  C .  i4----0. Hence 
(L r3  C+L•  C) cq intC- - - -0 .  
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